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This invention relates to a process for reclaiming a 
soiled solvent in situ vand more particularly to a process 
vfor recovering cleaning solvents which are positioned 
within a container whereby the articles to ‘be cleaned are 
immersed in the solvent. , -- . 

An object of myinvention is to provide a process for 
vreclaiming soiled solvent wherein contaminants are re 
moved from the solvent without having to transfer the 
solvent to‘ other cleaning apparatus,rthereby eliminating 
the cost of transferring the solvent as well as reducing the 
time and labor required to'reclaim the solvent. 

Another object of my invention is to provide a solvent 
recovery process ‘of’ the character designated which is car 
‘riedout without the necessity of providing heat and distil 
lation apparatus. > a - 

Another object of my invention is to provide a solvent 
recovery process of the character designated‘in which no 
production shut-down‘ would be required due to the short 
time required for complete recovery-of the solvent, thereby 
eliminating the necessity of providing auxiliary storage 
tanks. 7 , ,7 

Another object of my invention is to provide a process 
for reclaimining solvents of the character designated in 
\which an aqueous stratum above the solvent is treated 
whereby the speci?c gravity thereof is increased to a point 
that it moves downwardly through the solvent to a posi 
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tion subjacent the solvent whereby the aqueous stratum . 
along with any sludge or other contaminants may be 
readily removed from the bottom of the solvent container 
with a minimum loss of solvent. ‘ 

Another object of my invention is to provide a process 
for reclaiming solvents of the character designated in 
which there is an effective removal of salts which. are 
soluble in the water phase and bring about undesirable 
emulsi?cation of the aqueous stratum and the solvent. 

Another object of my invention is to provide a. process 
of reclaiming solvents of the character designated in 
which the materials added to the aqueous stratum to in 
crease the speci?c gravity thereof also aid in cleaning up 
the solvent as it passes downwardly therethrough and at 
the same time leaves a residue which increases the pH of 
the residual solvent composition, thereby. reducing the 
amount of additives required to restore the cleaning con 
tainer to its operating condition. 
A still further object of my invention is to provide a 

process for reclaiming solvents of the character designated 
which is extremely simple to carry out 'by unskilled labor 
and one which may be carried out in conventional ap 
paratus with substantially no change therein. 

Heretofore in the art to which my invention relates, 
various processes have been devised for recovering sol 
vents which are employed to clean articles, such as air 
craft engines, marine engines and the like. However, such 
processes have usually involved transfer of the cleaning 
container or dumping the contents of the cleaning con 
tainer into a suitable tank for transfer to distillation ap 
paratus for subsequent recovery. After the solventhas 
been recovered, the solvent must then ‘be stored in stor 
age tanks or the like until it is ready to be transported 
back to the cleaning container. This not only interrupts 
the operation of the cleaning apparatus but at the same 
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time requires considerable expense in the transportation 
and handling of the solvent. Also, the distillation of the 
solvent is expensive and at the same time soaps, metal 
salts and other high-‘boiling point materials are lost, 
thereby requiring additional soaps to restore the cleaning 
container to its operating condition. 

vBrie?y, my improved process ‘for reclaiming soiled sol 
vent comprises adding to an aqueous stratum above the 
soiled solvent a solution which is substantially insoluble in 
the solvent and has a speci?c gravity greater than the 
aqueous stratum whereby the speci?c gravity of the aque 
ous ‘stratum is increased to a point that the aqueous 
stratum moves downwardly through the solvent to a posi 
tion beneath the same. The aqueous stratum thus inverted 
is removed along wit-h any contaminates, sludge and the 
like which settles beneath the solvent. 

Apparatusv which may be employed to carry out my im 
proved process is illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ing, forming a part of this application, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view through a cleaning 
container having unused solvent and aqueous stratums 
therein; and, 

FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view through the cleaning 
container after the aqueous stratum has been inverted. 

Referring now to the drawing for a better understand 
ing of my invention, I show a cleaning container 10 which 
preferably has a downwardly converging bottom wall 11. 
A discharge valve 13 comunicates with the lower end of 
the container 10 whereby the contents adjacent the bot 
tom of the container 10 may :be removed through a suit 
able conduit 14. To reduce agitation adjacent the lower 
end of the cleaning container 10 I provide transverse 
plates 16 which are spaced vertically from each other. A 
plurality of openings 17 are provided in the plates 16 
to permit free ?ow of liquids and other materials there 
through. To further aid in reducing agitation, vertically 
extending plates 18 may be provided adjacent the lower 
end of the cleaning container 10, as shown. 

Conventional type solvents are employed in the cleaning 
container 10, such as the chlorinated solvents which are 
employed for cleaning aircraft engines, marine engines 
and the like. The sol-vents usually comprise methylene 
chloride, creosote-like materials, soaps, corrosion inhibi 
tors, sodium chromate, sodium dichromate, wetting agents 
and the like. The solvent is water immiscible and is in 
dicated generally by the" numeral 19. That is, the sol 
vent has substantially lower water solubility. 

Positioned above the water immiscible solvent 19 is an 
aqueous stratum 21. The aqueous stratum 21 thus serves 
as a seal for the solvent to thereby prevent evaporation of 
the solvent. Not only does this prevent loss of solvent 
through evaporation, but eliminates a health hazard due to 
the fact that the vapors from the solvents are very toxic. 
The stratum of water thus assumes the position indicated 
,by the bracket 22. 

In the normal operation of the cleaning apparatus, 
- there is a gradual build-up of soils to contaminate the 
cleaning solvent 19 and thus decrease the efficiency of 
the operation. There are certain contaminants that have 
in the past caused considerable loss by corrosion of the 
parts in the cleaning container. That is, aluminum and 
magnesium articles corrode very rapidly when they are 
positioned in a cleaning container where the solvent and 
seal have emulsi?ed whereby most of the solvent is ad 
jacent the top of the cleaning container while the cor 
rosive poisons are located adjacent the middle and bot 
tom of the container. It ‘has been the usual practice 
to takesamples adjacent the top of the cleaning con 
tainer to determine whether or not the contents thereof 
were at operating level. This method of testing has been 
deceptive due to the fact that such tests do not give 
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an accurate reading as to the percentage of solvent ad 
jacent the middle and bottom of the container where 
the parts to be cleaned are positioned. Also, sludge, 
burrs of metal, paints, lubricants, greases, galvanizing 
materials and othercontaminants settle adjacent the ‘bot 
tom of the cleaning container._ ' . i’ 

Where the contents of the cleaning container 10 become 
unsatisfactory for cleaning articles therein, I bring about 
an inversion of the aqueous stratum 21 by manipulation . 
of the speci?c gravity of ‘the aqueous stratum. The 
speci?c gravity of the aqueous stratum 21I'is increased 
by the addition of a suitable metal salt, ‘such as?so‘clium 
hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, or‘ ‘sodium, Ichromate 
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The metal salt added must be compatible with the, equip- _ . , 
ment and the materials cleaned or processed therein. 
Since the aqueous stratum Zlusually has a, certain amount 
of various dissolved salts and soluble soils' therein,‘ the 
amount of sodium hydroxide or other ‘metal salt re 
quired will depend vupon the existing speci?c gravity of 
the aqueous stratum prior to, theaddition of fthe’m'etal 
salt. This can be‘ easily determined b_y_' ahydrometer 

in a manner well understood'in the art. " , Upon, increasing the speci?c gravity ot ‘the ‘aqueous 

stratum 21, it settles slowly through the ‘solvent1'19 to 
a position beneath the solvent'whereby the aqueousstr-a 
tum assumes the position‘ indicated :by"thefbrac_ket '23. 
Upon addition of the sodium hydroxidenor'the like,itlie 
soil solubility of'theso‘lve‘nt‘1‘9 isfreducedfwhereby ya 
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?occulent precipitate settles to’ the a‘ bottom of‘ the‘ con- .,~ ;. 
tainer 10. The speci?c‘ gravityv of the-aqueous stratum 
21 is preferably "increased whereby it ranges from @P 
proximately 1.10 to, ‘1.24.’ A‘ slight amount of agitation 
aids in separation of thesolvent 'from the sludge and 
‘other foreign materials.“ The contents vofvjthe‘ cleaning I 
.container should be permitted to settle for‘ at least 1%. 
hours whereupon the aqueous‘ stratum and“ contaminants 
carried therein are then ready'for removal. f To "remove 

a the contaminants and the aqueous stratum from the lower 
portion of the container 10, the valve‘ 13 ,i'swopenedvwhere ‘ 
upon the sludge and other contaminants, carried bynthe 
inverted aqueous stratum are removed ‘to thereby‘ leave 
only the solvent and valuable soaps carriedtherein with— 
in the cleaning container 10,.’ If desired, jthefcontent's 

a longer period of time after the addition [of the‘ sodium 
hydroxide or other metal salt...“ ' ' ‘ ' " 

Not only does the inversionof the aqueous‘ “stratum 
I 21 and subsequent removal thereof through thewalve _13 

' of the cleaning container may be permitted~ to settle for g, -. 

remove sludge accumulations and precipitated ?occulent‘ 3 
materials, but the water increases the solubility of cer 
tain soils and dirty sludge whereby upon inverting the 
water phase, the‘sludge is removed more effectively by 
drainage. It is' these soluble salts in the water phase 
which bring ‘about undesirable emulsi?cation of the 
aqueous and solvent stratums in the cleaning container, 

, and the resulting corrosion of magnesium and aluminum 
parts. _ 
When .the materials discharged through ‘the valve" 13 
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equal the volume of ‘the o‘rignal aqueouswstratum or _in-' . 
dicate the presence of the solvent, ‘the valve-13 is closed 
and a new aqueous stratum 21‘ is added whereby it remains 
at the top of the solvent 19.‘ The cleaning container 10 
is then ready for ?nal solvent and corrosion inhibitor 
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additions whereby the solvent cleaner is brought back 
to its original operating condition. I s _ 

The solvent may be further cleaned?by adding from 2 
to 4 ounces of sodiumchromate or sodium dichromate 
per each gallon of water in the aqueous stratum 21 at 

the same time the caustic is added andis' removed the inverted water phase. The pH of the vcontents of 
the cleaning container is, readjusted wherebyithe pH 
of the ?nal solvent ranges from approximatelypll to 11.6 
and preferably 11.3. The chromate content'vi'n they?nal 
aqueous stratum is' adjusted whereby it ranges from: 1"? 
to_’4 ounces per gallon. 

4 
After inversion of the aqueous'stratum the solvent 

, phase comprises separate str-atums of dilferent type sol 
vents. For example, where methylene chloride and cre 
sylic solvents are employed the methylene chloride would 
be above the cresylic solvents. Accordingly, any layer 
of solvents may be removed-from the container by pro 
viding discharge ‘valves 24 at selected elevations alongside 
the container. This is desirable where one solvent stra 
tum'becomes'pmore contaminated than other stratums. 

Also,-'after' inversion, the. soaps ‘form a stratum 'ad 
jacent and ~above'the invertedaqueous stratumi vAc 
cordingly, the soap stratum may be removed‘, if desired, 
after removal of the aqueous stratum. ‘This is especial 
ly desirable when the soaps have‘ been used to the ex 
tent that they are no longer ‘useful. Upon addition of 
'the'causticisolution‘, a greater quantity‘ of-"ft-he' caustic is 
absorbed .bythet-soa'p‘ and cresylic stratums than by-the 
chlorinated solvent'lphase; "This results in‘ the chlorinated 
solvent being more concentrated adjacent the top tot-the 
container. This further aids in‘ the removal of‘ less ex 
pensive ‘stra‘tums ‘when! they '1 are- contaminated following 

‘the1removal~~of‘itliesaqueous ‘stratum. "Fl I " ‘ -§Th'e1additi'o'n of'the caustie'solution to the ‘water phase 

""can-be‘5-ni‘adeinitwds'teps; First, they caustic solution" is 
‘added to cause the~water?phase ‘to-be equal in speci?c 
gravity to=that 3of¢11the1¥lower ‘~solvent1‘phase. YA further 
addition ‘of caustic resolution ‘is then? ‘made to'1 invert ~ the 
water 'ph-ase.~'~_"7 This -- procedure would‘ minimize ‘{a‘gitation 
necessary'tomixl a- large containerfio‘fi-solvent and at the 
same time it would'cause a maximumipre'cipitatio‘n of 
solids“ which are. more soluble-'inthe’is‘olvent phase.‘ ‘This 

"is applicable "to "vapor“deg-reaserY-solvent re?ning where 
'microcrystallineiw'axe's;ibeeswax and various plastics are 

'dissolvedlin;the"solventz’ "1 ’- ' . : '- L "From the foregoing'it will be‘? seen that 'I' have devised 

an improved process'for restoring within a cleaning-eon 
‘ taineri. soiled solvenfhav‘ing"substantially 'low ‘water . solu 
-~bilit‘y'anld 'havin'g‘anaqueous'straturn above the same. ‘By 
adding a n'metalisaltg ‘such as‘ sodium-hydroxide‘ andith‘e 
like, to'iihcrease' the speci?c ‘gravity-‘of the ‘aqueous stratum 
above th'e3soIve'nt,f-‘I» bring‘ about aI-thor‘ough' mixing of ‘the 

' wateriand the'wa'te'r immiscible‘ solvent toith‘ereb'y reduce 
the solubilityr-of the contaminants carried :by :the solvent. 
Also; by‘ increasing --the' speci?cf'gravityf-of the: aqueous 
stratum whereby the aqueous‘ s'trat'um'is iinvertedlland 

'rnoves' downwardly thro'ughthe ‘solvent'tothe' bottom of 
thecontainer,l-p'recipitated'materials also. go- to the bot 
tom whereupon they’ are easily removed along ‘with the 

" inverted aqueous stratum." Also, the presence of hydrox 
ides and chromates decrease the dissolved contaminants in 
the solvent phase and‘ act iasi‘a second cause for certain 
solvent dissolved solidsnto‘ precipitate to the lower inverted 
water phase. 1Als'o,5by ‘inverting the aqueous stratum, 
the water increases the solubility of certain solids and 
dirty sludge whereby a more effective 'removal of'the 
sludge and other foreigngmaterials is ‘obtained. Further 
“more, ' by reclaiming" thel soiled solventi'in' situ, vI eliminate 
entirely'-~'the ‘necessity'fof dumping 'the‘i'contents‘ of .the 
cleaning container or transferring the’same to other re 
covery ‘appairatus'gsuchas distillation apparatus-and. the 

"likefthe‘rehy' notonly reducing the overall cost of the re 
covery, but at‘the same time reducinglthe time ‘thatthe 
cleaning container 'is" out of operation, and-reducing'equip 
ment investment-' ' ‘ ‘- ~ . -'i '5 

' ‘I wish it to ‘be understood‘that Ido not/desire to be 
~'limited'to the vexact ‘details of the ‘process shown: and 
‘described, for ‘obvious modi?cations-will ‘occ'urfto zalper 

: 

son skilled in the art. :" 3‘ > 
What I claim'is: , ‘ '1 i > i . 

'1 1. The process of reclaimingi'in, situ in'a cleaning con 
‘tairier'a soiled vorganic‘isolvent having'a speci?c gravity 
- greater than water"~and' having substantially"low'water 
1 solubility and having an‘ aqueous‘ stratumiabove "the same 
~-whicljr7coin'prise's thesteps-oft ' ' Y 1 u ,1: 

' (‘ajgaddirighto'saidaqueoiis' stratum‘ lTan amount-'lofi'a 
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solution of a compound selected from the group con 
sisting of sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide 
and sodium chromate which is substantially insoluble 
in said solvent and will decrease soil solubility in 
said solvent and has a speci?c gravity greater than 
said aqueous stratum to increase the speci?c gravity 
of said aqueous stratum to a point that said aqeous 
stratum moves downwardly through said solvent to 
a position ‘beneath said solvent whereby solvent dis 
solved soils are precipitated and moved with said 
aqueous stratum to a position beneath said solvent 
to the bottom of the container, and 

(b) removing said aqueous stratum and said soils 
from the vbottom of the container after they have 
moved to a position beneath said solvent and after 
a time interval of at least one and one-half hours 
has lapsed after introduction of said solution. 

2. The process of reclaiming a solvent as de?ned in 
claim 1 which includes the further steps of: 

(a) adding additional solvent constituents to the con 
tents of the cleaning container to form a predeter 
mined composition, and 

(b) adding an aqueous stratum above the ?nal sol 
vent composition. 
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3. The process of reclaiming a solvent as de?ned in 

claim 2 in which the pH of the ?nal solvent ranges from 
approximately 11 to 11.6. 

4. The process of reclaiming a solvent as de?ned in 
claim 2 in which the pH of the ?nal solvent is approxi 
mately 11.3. 

5. The process of ‘reclaiming a solvent as de?ned in 
claim 2 in which from 1 to 4 ounces of a chromate salt 
selected from the group consisting of sodium chromate 
and sodium dichromate is added to the aqueous stratum 
above the ?nal solvent composition for each gallon of 
said aqueous stratum above the ?nal solvent composition. 

6. The process of reclaiming a solvent as de?ned in 
claim 2 in which a quantity equal to the volume of the 
water phase before inversion is removed adjacent the 
bottom of the solvent to remove contaminates which 
settle to the bottom thereof. 
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